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Q: What is the main benefit of Winshuttle in comparison with SAP MDG ?
A: SAP MDG implementation will only cover a very selected and limited number of master data objects and furthermore only the few
basic details from those objects for which you have a global standard established for. Winshuttle helps with all the master data
objects within SAP. We complement SAP MDG by providing a fast and flexible option for the ever-growing number of emerging
master data processes that are yet to be mature and centralized enough to justify an investment in an SAP MDG solution.
Q: In a Merger & Acquistion if one of the companies doesn't have an SAP system, how could Winshuttle help integrate the data
between the two companies?
A: This is often the case and is also a powerful position where Winshuttle helps.
Firstly, for mass data exchanges – often the intermediate stage for data movement between the two systems is in Excel; for data
manipulation, validation, correction or consolidation. Furthermore, this M&A integration is often run as a time-bound “project” and
would not justify the cost or the time-frame of implementing a custom developed solution, only to be decommissioned later on,
which is often too expensive and takes too long. Hence, if the source system is SAP then Winshuttle helps in pulling mass data out of
SAP into Excel and if the destination system is SAP then it helps with the data-loading into SAP from Excel.
Moreover, Winshuttle’s Form and workflow technology has the capabilities to interact with non-SAP application as well using the
Web Service technology. This would enable you to automate a process that includes a SAP or non-SAP or both systems.
Q: How is the data validation done, based on business rules or only based on LOV from SAP?
A: Data validation is done based on custom business rules defined in Excel and Web Form, LOV (List of values) in SAP, SAP
authorisations, all the business rules defined in SAP which would include the user-exits/BADIs/configurations and also external
validations using Web Services.
Q: Can Winshuttle be used to automate business process which require interaction with non-SAP application ?
A: Yes. Winshuttle’s Form and workflow technology has the capabilities to interact with non-SAP application as well using the Web
Service technology. This would enable you to automate a process that includes a SAP or non-SAP or both systems.
Q: Do you have workflow approval scenario as well on that function?
A: Yes. A workflow approval scenario is very much a core part of the offering of the WInshuttle forms and workflow capabilities.
Along with the workflow approvals it has automated e-mails, milestone tracking, operations dashboards to identify bottlenecks,
workflow delegations, escalations and other advanced capabilities which you would expect from a workflow application with a core
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offering of integration with SAP at the heart of it.
Q: Is Winshuttle compatible with S/4 Hana?
A: Yes. More information is available on: http://www.winshuttle.com/what-we-do/supported-platforms/s4-hana/
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